A general review of the electromagnetic properties of the hadrons when interpreted as composite states of quarks is given. Electromagnetic mass formulas are derived using two-body forces. The one-particle contributions to the magnetic moments of the baryons and to the electromagnetic decays of the vector mesons are calculated without any assumptions about the V-spin transformation properties of the photon. The (6)s (and also the wellknown "symmetry-breaking" effects) would now be a manifestation of the dynamical structure of rnesons and baryons as quark-antiquark and three-quark bound states respectively. "Symmetry-breaking" effects, for instance, would then reRect the fact that the nonstrange and the strange quarks have different interactions.
to govern the quark dynamics. The resulting predictions are generally consistent with (but not identical to) relations obtained from assuming that the interactions of the particles are invariant under SU(3) or SU(6) s, and ignoring quark structure; some predictions are stronger and some are weaker.
Among the stronger predictions which seem particularly interesting are the SU(3)-independent relations for total meson-baryon and baryon-baryon scattering cross sections, ' 4 the electromagnetic transition moments for vector-meson decays and the mass relations for the baryons. ' In view of the success of this very simplified "independent quark model" in a variety of problems in hadron physics, it is tempting to take more seriously the assumption that the hadrons are really bound states of quarks and antiquarks. This would lead us to the opposite standpoint from the one mentioned at the beginning: The apparent invariance of strong interactions under SU(3) or SU(6)s (and also the wellknown "symmetry-breaking" effects) would now be a manifestation of the dynamical structure of rnesons and baryons as quark-antiquark and three-quark bound states respectively. "Symmetry-breaking" effects, for instance, would then reRect the fact that the nonstrange and the strange quarks have different interactions.
In this paper we are concerned with the electromagnetic properties of mesons and baryons. It is our aim to discuss electromagnetic mass differences, magnetic moments, magnetic dipole transitions and photoproduction cross sections, without assuming that the photon has any definite transformation properties under the strong interactions. In particular, we will not insist on the U-spin invariance of the electromagnetic interactions. The use of U spin is an elegant way to discuss electromagnetic interactions, ' provided one assumes that the strong interactions are invariant under SU(3) or some still higher symmetry, and this is just the assurnption that we are interested in testing. I=O. In this case we obtain mass formulas involving "average" masses, where the particular average over the masses of the charge states in each isotopic multiplet is not clearly defined. This procedure was followed in Refs. 6 and 7. On the other hand, we can include I/O spurions, which in the quark model has the very natural meaning that we are including electromagnetic effects in the quark dynamics. We then obtain mass formulas which are a bit ahead of the experimental situation, but which leave no ambiguities about which charge states are involved. This is the procedure we have followed here.
In our example, we are treating the baryon states which are assigned to the 56 representation of SU(6).
The most general mass formula contains terms which transform like members of the representations contained in the reduction of the direct product:
The representations on the right-hand side contain a number of spurions with different transformation properties. We demand, of course, the conservation of angular momentum, charge and hypercharge. This restricts us to spurions which carry spin zero, I3=0, and 7=0. The list of the available spurions is contained in Table I below.
We note that there are eighteen spurions in all, and thus the most general mass operator gives us eighteen linear equations for the baryon masses in terms of these eighteen spurion contributions. Our quark model leads us to the hypothesis that we can neglect the contribution of the three-quark interaction to the baryon mass differences, and that we can treat the two-quark contribution in lowest order. This hypothesis is equivalent to setting the contributions of the spurions belonging to the 2695 representation of SU(6) equal to zero. We see from Table I that there are nine such spurions; hence we obtain nine mass formulas, Eqs. (1a) -(1i) above. To repeat, once the masses of the decuplet states are better known, it will be possible to invert the eighteen equations and to solve for the contributions of the eighteen spurions directly. We predict that the ordering of the magnitudes of the spurion contributions which has already been found to emerge experimentally for the I=0 spurions"
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should persist for the I/O spurions. Our prediction is based on our model, in which this ordering -which from group theory is completely mysterious -is attributed to a hierarchy of interactions (three-body forces negligible compared to one-body and two-body forces, and onebody forces more effective than two-body forces) which » T. K. Kuo (1965) .
A major conclusion of this work is that no simp/e assumption about the transformation property of the symmetry breaking interaction leads to successful mass relations: many spurions are nonzero, and not the same ones for mesons as for baryons. The quark model with one-and two-body matrix elements, on the other hand, seems to have the right degree of complexity. The model avoids the wrong mass formulas against which simple group-theoretic models founder.
SU (6) Let us now return to the mass formulas (1a) -(1i).The first six involve relations among electromagnetic mass differences of particles belonging to the same isotopic multiplet. " Equation (1f), the last of these, is the Coleman-Glashow formula, ' known to be well satisfied.
Equations (1a) - (1e) that the electric quadrupole transition should not contribute since this is a "two-quark" effect, " and (ii) it predicts the absolute rates of the decays in terms of the nucleon magnetic moment. We present a detailed derivation of these decay rates below.
We begin by exhibiting the relations among amplitudes which follow from the quark model when we express these amplitudes as sums over single-quark transition amplitudes. Defining the transition moments according to the normalization (M, couples to the s component of the magnetic field) i (E*+, p) =(p, S, =' ,~M, ))E*+, S, =-, '), (14) etc. , we can express these moments in terms of the proton magnetic moment and the parameter e, defined in Kq. (9) We begin with the most general relativistic gaugeinvariant amplitude; it has two terms, corresponding to the possibility of magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole transitions. We will make this identification later, after first giving the general result. The transition amplitude is (with the usual normalization factors suppressed): (D,B) . The evaluation of (23) Becchi and Morpurgo also present estimates of the other decay rates, assuming U-spin conservation. For completeness and in the spirit of the previous discussion, we wish to note the e6ect of the U-spin violation suggested by the quark model. For example consider the decays E*'-+ E'p and E*+-+ E+p. The quark-model 23 The y-N-N* vertex has been studied in photoproduction of pions near the N* resonance by M. Gourdin and Ph. Salin, Nuovo Cimento 27, 193 and 309 (1963) and Ph. Salin, pbjd. 28, 1294 Salin, pbjd. 28, (1963 . Our model (and SU(6) We consider reactions of the type r = 1.8&0.5, (27) y+X~M+8, (30) which is very different from the well-known U-spin prediction (e=0) that r=4. This prediction of our model would be particularly interesting to test, in view of the absence of uncertainties about phase space factors which might otherwise complicate the interpretation of the results.
However, the predicted absolute rates for these E* decays are quite small: (E*' +K'y) = (2 --c)'p, 'k'/27s. = 0.21 MeV, (28a) (K*+ -+ K+y) = (1+ e)'p~'k'/27 (28b) and may be beyond detection.
Analogous vector meson decays involving the co and p and the X and g are an interesting place to look for the detailed quark structure of these particles. " The "co-y mixing" problem is now commonly regarded as "explained" by the fact that the co is made of nonstrange quarks while the p is made of strange quarks only. We would like to suggest that the p-X mixing problem may be resolved in the same way, with ri made (approximately) of pure strange quarks. With this simple assignment we forbid the decays q -+ m p, p -+ X'p, p~gp, and co -+ gy, none of which has ever been seen, while we ped t"
I'(X~p y) = p~k s/s =0.34 MeV,
I'(X'~r ey) =p"'k'/9s. =0.03 MeV,
I'(q~qy)=4 (1 ) nucleon. This reaction mechanism is represented schematically in Fig. 1(a) .
(ii) The direct photoproduction of the meson M on a single quark, i.e. , the process (31) is possible and the photon-baryon reaction amplitude (30) is given by the sum of all possible photon-quark amplitudes of the type (31). This is represented schematically in Fig. 1(b) .
The reaction via a mechanism of type (i) clearly leads to an (approximately) isotropic distribution of the produced particles. In a reaction of type (ii) however, which is analogous to the meson-baryon reactions discussed earlier, s the meson will be scattered mainly in the forward direction. Experimentally it is well known that at sufficiently high energies all reactions of type (30) are strongly forward-peaked. " In this energy region the process (ii) thus seems to be predominant over the competing process (i). We will therefore concentrate on this second, direct mechanism for photoreactions at high energies and neglect possible contributions from the diagram in Fig. 1(a) . Furthermore LGeV')
LGeV/c) LGeV/c) o(ye~E *+Z )=2(r(yp~E *+-Z'),
o (yP~E *+A)= 3o (yP -+ Ee+Z') +3o(yp~E * I",eo) (40) o(qn~p +N* )=3o(qp~p+E"), -o. (yp -+ E*'Z+)=2o(ye~E*'Z'). 
B. Relations for the Production of Vector Mesons
The cross sections for vector mesons depend in general on more than one amplitude and the elimination of the unknown parameters is possible only in a few cases. Some examples are Again, in these relations no assumption about U-spin invariance or the classification of the photon has been made. If, however, we assume invariance under U spin, we get the additional relation o (yp -+ p+1V*') =2o (yp~E *+Fg*'). (43) In Table IV 
